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Paolo Fiorani
General Manager
Progea

Dear Readers,
This is the second issue of the ProgeaMag
and already four months have flown by since
the first issue. The first issue aroused a lot
of curiosity and served its purpose well in
informing readers about the many ongoing
activities our team is involved in. Naturally,
all have to do with automation software
innovation so much so that our ‘Passion for
Innovation’ has become deeply engrained
within our whole framework.
Many things have happened in these last
four months. To start with, in June we
released the Movicon.Next 3.2 version.
This version is a key milestone along the
evolutionary path of the next-generation
platform software created by Progea. In line
with our roadmap, the 3.2 version offers new
features while acknowledging a great deal
of feedback collected from the community
of users who have already started using
it to develop important projects. Great
efforts are being made by our technicians
to remedy the inevitable teething stage
problems encountered to ensure users get
the best services and immediate solutions.
Thanks to your valuable contributions, the
continuous enrichment of the platform as
it evolves is making a steadfast name for
the Movicon.NExT technology in the world
of automation as the most innovative and
futureproof software product available on
the market today. We are continuously
working on the next V3.3 version to ensure
its release in time for the SPS 2017 trade fair
in Nuremburg, Germany at the end of this
year. This new version will contain new and
important features, improvements along with
a variety of new functions that are all vertical
market-oriented with the aim to consolidate
the supremacy of the Progea technology.
We spent the summer finalizing the Building
Automation and Smart Cities editions of
Movicon.NExT. The Movicon.NExT BA is
due to be released in September and uses
the Automation Platform.NExT technology of
which Movicon.NExT is based on. It comes
enriched with ad hoc XAML symbol libraries,
specific and communication drivers that are

regulated by a Building Automation-oriented
license policy. Progea’s objective is offer the
civil engineer and infrastructure sectors the
most advanced technology available today
in automation software.In September Progea
will be participating at the Drinktec trade
fair in Munich, with the collaboration of its
partners, to transmit our innovation spirit to
others operating in a fast changing world of
automation towards new .NET technologies
with Cloud, IoT and augmented reality. It is
precisely these issues that Progea bases and
will showcase its own solutions within the
international context of Food & Beverage.
The augmented reality technology will be
used with the Hololens to demonstrate
new user experiences when operating with
HMI to manage machines, plant systems
and maintenance. In the last four months
Progea has made a significant increase in
its market share while expanding further
afield winning the trust and confidence of
important companies who have chosen
to use the innovated technology of the
Movicon.NExT platform to develop ambitious
automation projects that today need to be
futureproof and Industry 4.0-ready. Progea
wants to be Partners with Design Engineers
and Final Users working as an intermediate
to provide both technology and services so
that all parties are closely linked for success.
Keep following us and remember to send
that valuable feedback we so gratefully need
so that together we can build a product
that is forever performing and innovative.
By helping us help you, we can improve
our chances to become pioneers in new
technology in order to offer you products
that are increasingly efficient and flexible.
Products that will enable you to improve your
productivity and keep you competitive. This
has been our mission for over 26 years and
one that we hope will continue to flourish
long into the future. .

I thank you for your trust
and having taken time to read this
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4.0 News

Industry 4.0 impact on the world of entrepreneurship and connected
factories with projects that need time and the involvement of people,
machinery, processes, entrepreneurs and technologies.

Giuseppe Bettini
Technical Manager
Progea Italy

The objective of Industry 4.0 is to allow companies
to create products according to the specific
demands of customers at mass production level.
Within this context, machine learning will play
a predominant role in order to respond to these
specific demands. Big Data analysis is therefore one
of the key components to identify any probable
errors and malfunctioning, or correct any defects
and inefficiencies in the production and distribution
chains, communications between factories in
located in different areas, securing the recording of
mass digital data and the ability to correlate them
effectively with meaning and value.
The principles of Industry 4.0 is to promote
production plant reliability, production process
stability, fast uninterrupted communications
between IT and machine, protection of industrial
know-how and finally, and equally important, the
capacity to welcome changes without resistance.
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However, change will not only be limited to the
actual production of products but to all the other
activities involved. These entail autonomous factory
management procedures, production scheduling
management, manual operations, warehouse
organization and connections between IT and OT.
Some of the most popular software used in
production such control programs which include
MES production and ERP for business management
planning, have been found to be tool difficult to use.
This is because their application is too complex and
their integration too slow to respond within a fast
production environment. Ultimately, they are simply
unaffordable for small-medium companies operating
on a low budget. Demands of current productivity
indicate that the best performing digital factories
rests on the simplicity of use of software, their
capacity to be multifunctional and their openness
to the integration of other systems for fast and fluid
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communication with other business functions. This
type of software should be not only intuitive but also
cost-effective for industrial implementation that is
typical of SCADA applications designed for factory
supervision, data collection and analysis with the use
of cloud for big data.

Each company has
the possibility to
increase production
and reduce waste.
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in this sense means not just in research and
development of new products or services but also
upgrading organizations, investing in technology and
pursuing excellence in every business function.
With Industry 4.0 it is not just a matter ‘by means
of’ but an evolutionary breakthrough that is
changing the way of thinking in the business world.
Companies of all sizes can only but benefit by
connecting networks and supply chains.

By implementing the new technologies according to
the Industry 4.0 principles, Italian companies will be
able to increase their productivity by 30% to 50% in
relation to what they have already digitalized.
According to data provided by Confindustria, those
companies that are surviving the economic crisis are
those who have invested in innovation. Innovation

www.progea.com
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Movicon.ba™

Building Automation.NExT

Building Automation.NExT
The Scada/HMI software
technology for Building Automation.
Elia Orlandi
Graphic Designer
Progea Italy

In September, Progea released its building automation
version of Movicon.NExT.
This new version comes with a great number of additional
graphical symbols and specific communication drivers for
the building automation sector.
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Progea has invested a considerable
amount of its resources in this
edition involving graphics and
designers to completely redraw
the product’s symbol libraries and
objects in the toolbox. As a result
the platform now offers XAMLbased symbols and objects featuring
advanced style and storyboard
solutions with unprecedented
quality. A library rich in static and
dynamic symbols, and a toolbox that
includes complex and preconfigured
graphical objects, together with a
powerful integrated WPF vector
graphics editor will enable users to
unleash their creativity and create
others using the transparency,
fading, blurring, shading, shadow
effect and other techniques.

The new version also offers users
the freedom to customize with the
use of supported BMP, GIF, PNG,
JPG and multimedia formats and
Power Template technology. Screen
graphics are independent from the
screen resolution of the device
where they are displayed and Touch,
multitouch screens and multimonitor
are also supported. In addition to the
Graphics Editor and the ready-to-use
objects in the Movicon.ba™ libraries,
the platform offers the designer
unlimited freedom to express their
creativity with XAML. Therefore,
new symbols and objects can be
created using external graphics tools
such as Expression Blend and Adobe
Illustrator. Users can be more
dynamic with storyboards and take
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full advantage of customizing User
Controls with Visual Studio.
Movicon.ba™ is the ad hoc supervision
solution designed for Building
Management Systems (BMS) designed
for simplicity-of-use. It comes with
full documentation and a website
dedicated to support the developer
community with a richness of useful
information and examples to ease and
reduce project development.
Movicon.ba™ offers all the advantages
of an open software in terms of
integration and visualization of
automation systems in modern
residential, industrial, tertiary
or large community buildings.
Movicon.ba™ is based on Progea’s
advanced Automation Platform.
NExT platform, which is an innovative

software solution that integrates
.NET, OPC UA, WPF and HTML5
technology. Its openness and
selection of communication drivers
makes it possible to connect control
buses, lights, HVAC heating and air
conditioning systems, security and
access control systems and CCTV,
energy saving systems and any other
device commonly used within the
building environment within one
unique application. This application
can run in any type of architecture
such as PC Server or Desktop, Media
Center, Touch Panel (Windows
Embedded). The system can also be
accessed via Web using any browser
with the HTML5 technology or APPs
for Smartphone or Tablet.
Movicon.ba™ can connect and
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communicate with all building control
systems, various buses such as
Konnex/EIB, LON, BACNet, Modbus,
DALI, with access control centers,
burglar and fire alarm systems (Notifier
and other), as well as power supply
systems with Modbus interface and
many others. You can choose and
easily integrate the CCTV and IP
camera architecture that best suits
your building surveillance needs
and still use the same software. In
addition, the platform offers full
support to the OPC UA technology
(IEC 62541 standard), both as Client
and Server.

www.progea.com
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Movicon Web Clients
PC, Tablets, Smartphones

Movicon Client

Router

Movicon

Movicon Client

Scada/HMI

Movicon Client

Movicon WinCE HMI

KONNEX

Mobile
Devices

Modbus TCP

As with Movicon.NExT, the BA
version also has a powerful integrated
solution for notifying events and
alarms. Therefore, on-call duty staff
can ibe alerted immediately in the
event of serious anomaly (alarms
or other configurable events). The
Alarm Dispatcher sends notification
by SMS or Email. Voice messages can
also be sent using the Vocal Syntax
manager (Text-To-Speech) through a
VOIP provider. These components are
indispensable to the non-stop building
system control and permit operators
to intervene by remote control over
the web when needed. This will
greatly help in running the building
more efficiently and optimize costs in
doing so. Also within the same alarm
management context,
Movicon.ba™ offers an indispensable
tool that maintenance managers
will definitely find useful. This tool
has been designed to statistically
analyze any problems causing system
downtimes. A downtime alarm
analysis permits operators to quickly
identify and remediate critical points
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LON

BACNet/IP

Movicon ™ BA’s flexible
architecture allows you to
concentrate and integrate
all the system’s subsystems,
and from different networks
and devices as well, in one
individual supervisor.
In formation can be
distributed to other client
stations such as PC, touch
screen panels, mobile
devices and over the web.

in the building in order to make it
run more efficiently. Without this
information, this would be difficult
to do. The Movicon.ba™ Downtime
Analysis is extremely simple to use and
offers a powerful tool for analytically
managing building system events and
downtimes. Once the collected data
are analyzed, reports can be generated
to show the total and partial times of
downtime events and their frequency
of occurrence within the system.
The information can be displayed in
table, pie chart or histogram format
to show the list of alarm occurrences
within a desired range of time
together with their classification by
‘Duration’ (Total Time of all events of
the same type) or by ‘Frequency’ (Total
number of occurrences of the same
type). The reports can be displayed
and printed on command or on event
as pleased. They can also be exported
in various formats (Excel, PDF, HTML),
to provide all the relevant information
and detail of each individual alarm
analyzed. The Downtime Analysis
module is also Web-enabled.

Returning to the issues on openness
and connectivity, Progea’s Cloud
platform makes it possible for all
the building’s systems to connect
in real-time to each other using the
Internet of Things (IoT) protocol.
Information from these systems can
be collected to the Cloud platform to
enable managers to analyze system,
maintenance and energy consumption
variables using web-enabled and
freely configurable dashboards.
Movicon.ba’s mission is to make
building’s smart, efficient, performing
and functional.

For further information:
www.progea.com
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The Pro.Lean©
module designed to productivity, reduce
waste and increase profits
Vanni Bellelli
Developer Analist
Progea Italy

Every modern company embracing Industry 4.0, needs
specific tools that are simple and efficient to use. Tools
that can ensure connectivity, data collection, aggregation
and transparent analysis with rapid returns on minimum
investments (ROI).
The production reality today, in an increasingly competitive
world, demands efficiency and quality with continuous and
improved processes according to the Lean Manufacturing
concept while embracing the Industry 4.0 principles.
Automation systems that manage production processes
can only be optimized if provided with adequate real-time
information. The Movicon.NExT Pro. Lean© module is the
most efficient solution especially designed for this purpose
using Progea’s long and vast experience in industrial
automation software.

indicators (KPI) enables Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE) values to be calculated to determine the real plant
production efficiency rate. On average, a well-established
manufacturing company performs up to 60% of its full
potential performance capacity. This means that for every
100 approved goods produced in an ideal situation, only
60 are actually produced. Considering that the 100% value
is purely theoretical, an ‘excellent’ value of a true lean
production would be around 85%. It is easy to imagine how
improved production efficiency and an increase in the OEE
value would create a noticeable increase in returns for any
company, without having to invest heavily. For example,
it would be quite easy to imagine how a mass production
manufacturing company could increase profits and
reduce waste by just making a slight improvement to their
productivity performances.

Pro.Lean© measures factory
productivity and regains competitiveness
in line with Industry 4.0

Pro.Lean© calculates your KPI,
OEE and downtimes.

Often production lines are subject to various causes that
weaken performance: malfunction, downtime, scrap and
rejects reduce production efficiency, causing economical
loss to the company who at most times are inadequately
equipped to intervene. Progea offers Lean Manufacturing
and Plant Intelligence software solutions to improve
productivity, reduce and waste and increase profits.
The automatic real-time knowledge of the performance

The Key Performance Indicators (KPI), the Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE) value and the production Downtime
analysis calculated by Pro.Lean©, will enable you to maximize
business by increasing productivity in the three areas relating
to the Availability, Performance and Quality parameters,
while reducing waste and inefficiencies. The OEE is an
essential reference point for analyzing production process
efficiency and productivity. It is used to calculate the overall

www.progea.com
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performance of the factory’s productivity system and classify
the different production losses according to the three areas of
Availability, Efficiency and Quality. The accuracy of the OEE
values depends on consistent and automatic production data
collection in real-time without which it would be impossible
to identify the inefficiencies and implement corrective
interventions to improve productivity efficiency. The Pro.
Lean© module provides automatic and intuitive management
of the Historian component for collecting and recording
data. This data is displayed on Dashboards in realtime using
the component for displaying the key indicators KPI, OEE)
in real-time, and Reports for analyzing data collected and
archived according to date, shift, operator, machine, product
and batch. The collected real-time production data can also
be analyzed for any coefficients of efficiency using tables and
charts in an open and integrated web-enabled architecture
with direct to connection to from field devices the company
IT tools (ERP, SAP). By investing little Pro.Lean© can be
applied anywhere, in any production context, including those
already with automation infrastructures, with a minimum level
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of invasiveness. Pro.Lean© is a “standard” solution that can
be used in all production data and analysis applications. It can
be applied as an onboard machine module or as a production
line supervisory module combined with the Movicon SCADA/
HMI supervision projects, or in independent or stand-alone
architectures applied in already existing systems. For example,
the Pro.Lean© solution can be implemented in existing
systems without needing to change, modify or substituting
existing automation systems. Pro.Lean© can connect to
existing PLCs or SCADA/HMI by collecting production
information in its databases. Pro. Lean© also offers a solution
for those without a main Supervisor which allows screens
to be integrated to display and manage all production line
information. Pro.Lean© has been completely designed to
keep investments reduced to a minimum without the need to
modify existing systems and it provides the best technology
available for 14.0-oriented projects.

www.progea.com

The Key Features
of Pro.Lean©:
indice

Openness
Pro.Lean© is a Movicon functional module and therefore
inherits the platform’s .NET, XAML, SQL Server™ and
HTML5 technology.

Simplicity and Wizards
The Pro.Lean© configuration wizard simplifies the task of
selecting field variables and creates data collection databases
automatically. Real-time Dashboards, calculation databases
and analytical reports are created automatically with just a few
clicks. Applications are easy to create within minutes.

Standards
Pro.Lean© is completely based on standard technologies to
safeguard your investment.

Performance.
Pro.Lean© ensures real-time data management and offers
a structured analysis of data even in those databases
containing Big Data.

Powerful Historian
Collected data are recorded by the Historian objects and
archived in SQL Server tables with automatic data recycling.

11

Connectivity.
Pro.Lean© offers a library containing a vast range of
communication that are ready to connect to any measuring
and meter device (Modbus, Bacnet, Konnex, LON, Siemens,
Schneider, Rockwell, Profibus, Profinet, Ethernet/IP and lots
more). The drivers include functions such as automatic Tag
import, remote telemetry systems and IIoT connectivity. Total
connectivity via OPC UA as Client and Server is also provided.

Ready-to-use and Custom Reports
Pro.Lean© offers integrated, ready-to-use and Web-enabled
Analysis Reports based on historical data. This solution
also offers the option to integrate and customize your own
reports using the inbuilt Report Designer.

HTML5 Web architecture
Pro.Lean© offers local and web- enabled dashboards with
real-time measurements and reports. Internet browsers can
be used to access data on the Server. Reductions in costs
and maintenance are ensured with the high performance of
Pro.Lean© and the security of the HTML5 standard.
Open and customizable OEE, KPI and Downtime Analysis

Modules
The OEE, KPI and Downtime Analysis Modules offer simple
and effective solutions to obtain and display all production
data measures in a fast and transparent way. Ready-to-use
Reports, Tables and Charts for complete production analysis
with the option to print and export the represented data. All
data are managed in customizable architecture.

Connectivity with Movicon™
In addition to interfacing with any supervisor system,
Pro.Lean© also offers integration and connectivity with the
Movicon.NExT SCADA/HMI systems.

www.progea.com
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Movicon.NExT,

Maurizio Zaniboni talks
about the 3.2 release
Maurizio Zaniboni
Product Manager
R&D
Progea

Progea keeps on track with its roadmap to innovate the new generation Movicon.NExT platform
technology by releasing the official 3.2 version. According to Maurizio Zaniboni, Product R&D Manager,
the 3.2 version is an important milestone along the innovation path of advanced technology that collects
loads of feedback from the user community and resolves normal minor teething problems with a series
of fixes. Despite the summer holiday season, Progea R&D team are working relentlessly to sustain
development work to ensure that the new 3.3 version is released by the end of the year in time for the
2017 SPS tradefair in Nuremburg.

Upgrade to 3.2 is free and the
software can be downloaded from
the web portal of Progea.
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Among the many new features included in the new version, the key ones have been listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workspace: Improved property window usage to edit multiple tags quicker and new views to display important
properties in order of relevance.
Workspace: Saving projects with massive amounts of multi-tags is now even faster.
User Interface: Numeric and alphanumeric pads have been included in product to avoid using those of the O.S.
User Interface: Support to using different themes at runtime.
Web Client: The HTML5 web client management has been enhanced to include automatic adaption of screen to
browser screen. Startup page on web-side can now be configured (title, logo, show screen navigation, show header)
and new functions such as script support in web instances have also been included.
Geo SCADA: Home page options have been enhanced with the possibility to also open map screens in specific areas.
Object Clustering according to zoom level has also been included.
Historian: Support given to aggregating SQL data to enhance performances when analyzing massive volumes of data by
means of using the aggregate data table pre-calculation management featured among the data analysis viewer functions.
Historian: Support to compact databases such as SQL Server Compact and LocalDB.
Screens: Screens and especially those which contain script code in objects are now loaded faster than before.
Screens: Command lists can be assigned to any object or symbol type inserted on screen.
Screens: New visibility animation that can be toggled like the opacity function to fade objects in and out.
Toolbox: A new “CheckBox Array” object has been added and the usability and functionality of most of the already
existing objects have been enhanced.
Commands: New function options have been added to existing commands, such as ‘Long Click’ and synchro. Commands.
Drivers: Dynamic I/O links can now be edited in runtime with an external configuration file without needing to do a restart.
Drivers: Diverse driver importers have been enhanced to function faster.
Drivers: New IOT driver for the “IotProgeaCloud” cloud, designed for the Cloud Progea.Databoom platform.
Drivers: Driver importers now much faster and more powerful.
Alarm Dispatcher: New plugin for Alarm notifications using VOIP vocal synthesis.
Recipes: The performance of executing recipe commands with multi-tags has been improved.
Redundancy: Option provided to disable some tags from the redundancy synchronization management.
Security: Encrypted projects have been implemented with a management that ensures resources originating from
other projects are not used in addition to or in substitution of the ones existing in the project being run.

There are many other new features and minor fixes to allow users to improve their project
engineering experience using the most innovative and advanced software technology that includes
WPF, OPC UA, Cloud, HTML5 and others. Projects of previous versions are fully compatible with
the 3.2 version. However, once these projects have been saved with the 3.2 version, they cannot be
opened with any previous versions. Upgrading to 3.2. is free and the software can be downloaded
from the Progea web portal.

www.progea.com
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Interview with
Sergio Somaschini
Export Manager
Progea International
Sergio Somaschini
Export Manager
Progea International

We just passed the first half of 2017 and would like to
ask Sergio Somaschini, the Progea International Export
Manager, how is it going compared to 2016?
The trend we have witnessed on the foreign markets and
follow from our Balerna office in Switzerland is steadily
growing. It is in line with the ambitious sales targets we
forecasted and progressing in the same way of the good
results we closed with last year. We faced a rather structured
growth, driven by both the business realities with which
we already have long-standing cooperation, and the results
generated by partnership agreements with new business
partners and distributors located in previously uncovered
areas. With the growth of the global distribution network,
Progea’s ability to provide its customers with an excellent
Service - both technical and commercial - is increasing in
every part of the world.

14
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Which countries is Progea currently present in?
With more than 120,000 running licenses, we have
customers all over the world. Currently, the key markets are
Germany and the United States, which we follow directly
through our local subsidiaries. We are also focusing on
developing markets with the highest growth rates, such as
China, India and Turkey.
In addition, we also count on a worldwide network of
qualified partners such as Distributors, VARs, System
Integrators and Solution Providers.

www.progea.com

What are the key factors contributing to Progea’s growth
and most appreciated by your customers?
I would say that the ability to offer an innovative and
powerful product - combined with the excellent technical
support we are able to deliver - are among the key factors.
Being in the Industrial Automation business since 1975, we
are able to offer our customers a modern and futureproof
product embracing the concepts and the applications related
to Industry 4.0 In addition to the great success achieved
by Movicon NExT, we are seeing an ever-growing interest
in the new modules for Energy Management (ProEnergy),
Production Efficiency (ProLean) and OPC-UA Server. One
more additional strength is that the Progea solutions are
designed to be fully responsive to current market demands
as well as open to integration with any new mainstream
technology that may emerge in the future. Customers who
rely on us as a leading company in SCADA/HMI products
can rest assured that they are always kept up-to-date.

15

What are the main benefits of Movicon NExT compared to
the major competitors on the market?
It’s the whole set of Movicon NExT features that makes it
a winning product. For instance, the graphics are based
on XAML and support animated 3D objects. The Web
technology is based on HTML5 and therefore will work on
any client without the need for plugins or add-ons in the
browser to run it. Other highly appreciated features include
Report and Web Reports, historical / data aggregation, alert
notification, scheduler, OPC-UA client / server, and new
drivers for IIoT and Cloud. Most of our competitors are
adding features to their SCADA solutions but the technology
their systems is based on does not allow such flexibility as
Movicon NExT does.

www.progea.com
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Cloud and IoT
Data collection and analysis.
Claudio Fiorani

R&D Manager

Cloud computing is the practice of adopting different
technologies that allow you to store and analyze data
through accessing resources that are provisioned and
distributed over the Internet. Cloud computing is a set
of service models whose popularity, among other things,
are fast spreading among different businesses, public
administrations and the public in general, because to
encourage a more flexible-of-use of their own resources
or those offered by specialized cloud provider services.
Apart from the paradigm shift in advanced technology to
the fourth industrial revolution that constitutes the basis
of cloud, its success is due to the fact that the resources
are very easy to configure and easily accessible over the
internet. This particular characteristic gives organizations
more agility that, on one hand, significantly simplifies the
initial measuring of systems and applications while, on the
other hand, enables them to minimize management effort
and sustain investments in the long run. Public cloud
infrastructures, however, are owned by providers who
supply specialized services that enable users, business or
administrative corporations, to re-provision their resources
over the internet by means of computer web-based
applications with data processing and storage capabilities.
Since the technology with which Cloud is based on has
reached a certain maturity, its success is due to the fact
that these resource are now easier to configure and more
accessible over the Internet since technology has reached a
certain maturity. , these resources are easy to configure and
accessible over the Internet, falls on the fact that,
The use of these services is provided over the Internet and
requires the transferal of processed or unprocessed data by
means of using the service provider’s own systems.
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Therefore, the provider plays a crucial role in the
effectiveness of the measures taken to ensure the protection
of data entrusted them.
In this case, the user together with the data actually have to
concede an important part of the control they initially had.
For example, due to the complexity of the infrastructure,
any relocation of data to sites residing outside the user’s
national boundaries are at risk. This is because it is not
always possible to trace their whereabouts when transferred
from one location to another due to sudden organizational,
technical or economic changes. In addition, the size of the
provider will also effect the power they have over their
own service’s ability to exercise direct control of sites and
infrastructures used to host the data despite under contract
to do so. Purchasing cloud services is the act of obtaining
the service resources of a provider. These resources may
include virtual servers, addition disk space or applications for
electronic post and office tools. However, cloud computing
is not a temporary phenomenon or craze but the next crucial
step in the evolution of how the Internet is deployed as a
tool for sharing information with remote websites using web
pages. It is a gateway to the data processing resources of
a service provider through web-based applications. This
transformation is to some extent is life changing to individual
users who are more frequently using the services of third
party providers within the Public Cloud ambient to satisfy
their informational needs. Despite this freedom of flexibility
they, are not altogether aware of the risks arising from using
such technology in this way.

www.progea.com

In brief it functions like this:
• Data no longer reside on the user’s physical server but
are reallocated to provider systems (with copies made by
user locally for backup purposes).
• The infrastructure of the provider’s services is shared
by multiple users for which it is essential that adequate
security measures are adopted by the provider.
• The service is used via web using Internet, which plays
a major role in the quality of how the services are
provided and delivered.
• The services can be purchased from a provider on
demand and it is usually quite easy to add to them when
needed (for example when more disk space is needed or
to enhance performances).
Things you ought to consider:
• The confidentiality and availability of information
allocated to the Cloud completely rest on the security
mechanisms adopted by the service provider.
• The chosen service might be the end result of a chain
of service transformations purchased from other
service providers.
• Even though network connectivity is essential it may
occasionally degrade in performance during high peaks
of internet traffic or even become unavailable in those
points experiencing problems due to malfunctioning or
preventing temporary data accessibility.
• The Cloud is a shared infrastructure based on the
concept to rent resources to multiple users for multiple
purposes. The provider actually keeps hold of data from
different individuals and organizations with different
interests and needs.
• The conservation of data in different geographical
locations has immediate implications both on the
applicable law in cases of contention between user and
provider both in relation to national laws governing the
handling, storage and security of data.
• Users may find data and document transition from
one Cloud system to another or information sharing
with others who use the Cloud services of a different
provider too complicated.
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Cloud and IoT

The use of Cloud technology is tightly related
to the connectivity theme. In fact, collecting
data on the selected Cloud platform requires
careful analysis of the network connectivity
techniques, and the protocol used. Every
Cloud platform usually identifies the user
and the connection for receiving and, in
some cases, sending data. The arrival of the
Internet of Things protocols (IoT ) has permitted
cloud computing and analysis systems to
extend further afield to enable field-to-field
connectivity (control units, sensors) to the
Cloud. It is therefore important to ascertain
how the Cloud platform is connected to
industrial data at IT level and increasingly
to factory OT levels. A standard for the IoT
protocols does not yet exist, but there are
those, like MQTT, OPC UA Azure IoT and
PubNub, who are already claiming to be one.
In addition, each Cloud platform has dedicated
connectivity APIs. Progea has provided a
specific I/O Driver in its Cloud.Databoom
solution to enable its systems with a gateway
to data in the field and the Cloud.

The advantages are:
• Users can save enormously on the cost and
maintenance of the hardware infrastructure, which
includes networks, operating systems, servers and
databases. This reflects on the management costs of the
data system, which are also reduced enormously as a
consequence.
• Data access by mobile or geographically distributed
operators is extremely simplified.
• The coming together of IoT protocols and Cloud has
empowered tunneling and gateways potentiality for data
collection and analysis never before imagined.
• romotes system expandability and simplification.
• The service provider is responsible for ensuring system
security and data availability by means of their own
infrastructure.
www.progea.com
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Productivity Supervision
and efficiency in the
lubricating oil production line

A multinational oil company uses Movicon.NExT to
manage the production line of lubricating oil for motor
vehicles in its ltalian plant in Cornaredo, Milan.

Softec Srl from Parma develops software that manages
automated systems in the palletizing and manufacturing plant
supervision field as well as software for machine automation.
Based on experience that expands over twenty years, the
company offers specific manufacturing plant supervision
applications, barcode recognition, product labelling and
traceability systems. In addition, they also develop systems
for calculating productivity performance indexes, Alarm
analysis and statistics, which are productivity efficiency
improvement-oriented. Furthermore, they also specialize in
replacing and converting degraded automated systems with
the latest technology. The clients, who assigned Softec the
project described in this article, are leading manufacturers,
distributors and suppliers of oil lubricants for a famous
multinational oil company in the automobile, maritime and
aeronautic sectors.
The project’s automation solution Oil lubricants for motor
vehicles are produced at the Cornaredo manufacturing plant
in the region of Milan for a well-known oil trademark. Movicon.
NExT 3.1 has been installed in the assembly line that handles
4 and 5 litre oil containers. The filling line consists of different
machines, each one managed by a PLC. The depalletizer is
the first machine used in the filling line. It picks up the empty
containers from cartons stacked on pallets and places them
onto the conveyor belt. Each container is then marked with a
printed batch code and verified by a camera.
At this point, another machine sticks product labels on both
18
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sides of the container before continuing on to the filling
machine where it is filled with oil. Once filled it continues
on to the capper machine, which screws a cap onto the
container and attaches a warranty seal. While this is being
done the container is given a final weigh in. A second camera
checks that is it has been labelled correctly and that the
cap has been screwed securely. Once approved the sealer
machine fastens the warranty seal on with glue. The correctly
assembled containers are then placed into cartons that are
distributed by the carton machine and labelled before placed
on pallets by the palletizer machine. The wrapper machine

Movicon.NExT screen representing the Container
Filling Line graphically
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wraps the pallets with a protective plastic film. The process is
completed when another machine sticks on a label containing
the transport data and destination details.
System Description
The Movicon.NExT platform is connected to all the
assembly line machines with the objective to collect the
information needed to monitor operating status, active
alarms, instantaneous speed rates, counters and other items
in real-time. This system has been designed to receive big
data containing key information from each machine. These
data are used by Movicon.NExT to calculate the availability,
performance and quality indexes (OEE, KPI and DOWNTIME)
as well as performing downtime statistics for the time
ranged specified. Collected data are stored on a PLC data
concentrator that communicates with all partner devices
participating in the plant system. Devices interconnected
throughout the plant where possible with Ethernet or existing
bus connections. Movicon.NExT displays the real-time
operating status of each machine, durations of various states
on histograms and productivity flow trends using charts. In
addition, the status and levels of silos in the product supply
department are also displayed and logged. The SCADA is in
continuous communication with the PLC data concentrator
and historically logs a major part of the data on a SQL
Database using data loggers.
The recorded data are:
• Produced container count
• Machine status (stockpile, rejects, downtimes, etc.)
• List of alarms causing machine downtimes
All this information is processed in real-time and displayed in
reports created on request by the operator using predefined
filters. These reports reconstruct production batch trends and
identify any time or containers lost during the filling process.
Reports are available for each production batch to show all
the previously recorded parameters: quantity of containers

OEE display and KPI – Key Performance Indicator Dashboard

produced, production trends, alarm statistics, assembly line
efficiency and OEE measurements. Some of the key Movicon.
NExT tools were used to develop this system and include the
I/O Data Server module to manage real-time information and
the Historian module to ensure efficient data recording. These
modules are crucial for accurate data analysis to obtain the vital
information needed to improve productivity. The Hstoricals
are managed by the Historian module and can be displayed
by using the powerful analysis tools from the Movicon.NexT
toolbox. VB.NET script has been used in the application
to execute normal routines or those encapsulated in the
Progea Platform objects. The Server module and the event/
command scheduler provide easy and simple configurations
of objects designated to execute specific functions according
to precise scheduled times or durations. Whereas powerful
analysis reports are created and displayed using the Report
Manager. An intuitive and object-oriented interface is used
to create reports within a few simple steps. This is facilitated
by using wizards that are provided by the platform along
with report templates. The operator can display, print and
export the reports in any one of the most commonly used
formats, that include PDF, HTML, RTF, XPS, XLS and XLSX,
as required. The I/O Data Server uses the OPC UA specified
communication data model to ensure that data exchanging
is open and safe. A data controller and processor terminal
resides in the Production Manager’s office. Managers have
been provided with a data analysis feature that allows them
to quickly identify critical areas of the productivity process
that need improving to obtain better system efficiency and
productivity. This feature comes with the aid of the Movicon.
NExT Alarm Manager. This powerful tool is used to perform
event and downtime diagnostics with results shown in reports
according to total and partial times. These reports provide a
detailed summary of each individual alarm analysed and can
be displayed or printed on command or event.

Labelling Machine Status dashboard created with Movicon.NExT
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major problems causing production losses on the assembly
line and during which production phases downtimes occurred
most frequently. The system also made it possible to detect
and analyse those parts of the assembly line that diminished
in performance during prolonged production runs. In addition,
the operator is saved the tiresome task of paperwork that was
previously needed to document the problems encountered
and the total count of pieces produced at the end of each shift.
According to Mr Pappani, Engineer and General Manager of
Softec, “From a development perspective, Movicon.NExT has
proved to be easy to configure and use”. He also commented
that, ‘Furthermore, the VB.net scripts allowed Softec to save
more time by being able to recover and use parts of previously
written code for other applications. Movicon.NExT has a lot of
ready-to-use tools that have helped us save time in writing code
as well. From a graphical perspective, Movicon.NExT offers

Labelling Machine’s OEE Report

Conclusion
The system is based on slim architecture designed for simplicity
to facilitate usability and sustainability. The fact that it can be
centralized and connect to all machines makes it easy to control
the whole production process from one individual workstation.
Therefore, there is no need to operate each production line
individually on the spot. The Client’s explicit demands for a
simple and effective tool that could ensure data collection,
aggregation and analysis in line with Industry 4.0 that was
also cost effective, were fulfilled with great satisfaction. The
reality of productivity, in today’s ever increasingly competitive
world, necessitates the application of the industry 4.0 concepts
and guidelines to sustain efficiency, quality and continuous
improvement in all processes within the productivity chain
globally. The mission of the solution providers assigned this
project, was to develop one unique tool that was simple and
efficient to use. One that was Industry 4.0-ready to ensure
data collection, aggregation and analysis at a low investment
with rapid returns. Productivity is becoming more competitive
in today’s fast digital world. The pressure to keep up with
the times and be future proof has never been so felt. More
emphasis is now placed on the Industry 4.0 guidelines to
achieve efficiency and quality through a continuous process
of improvement making. Within just a few months of using
Movicon.NExT, the end user was able to know which were the
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Container Filling Line KPI summary report.

a new user interface concept that deploys the accelerated
graphics features of the latest generation of DirectX systems.
This has enabled us to make good use of the exceptional WPF/
XAML vector graphics technology that also support graphics
in 2D and 3D.” He concludes by saying that, “The training
courses and highly qualified technical support services make
Progea a strong point of reference that has helped contribute
to reducing installation and setting up costs.” Greatly satisfied
with the results, the company decided to expand the project
which is now already in the realization phase.

In collaborazione con
Ing. Vittorio Pappani (General Manager)
Ing. Gianluca Simoni (Resp. Software)
Softec Srl
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SPS IPC Drivers in Parma, Italy:
Great Satisfaction had by Progea.
According to the data collected at the end of the event,
the Progea stand located in the new Hall 6 scored an
increase of 20% of visitors compared to the previous year.
Many professionals were interested in learning about the
new industry 4.0-oriented features and products designed
by Progea proving once again their talent for developing
winning solutions. The new Movicon.NExT together with
the Pro.Lean and Pro.Energy modules are the ideal tools
for field connectivity and data storing and analysis to
provide essential information for improving productivity
efficiency and saving energy. The Progea.Cloud Databoom
was another important novelty presented at the fair as a
cloud platform that provides fast and easy configuration
retrieving and storing signals and dashboard customization
to display processed data for easy consultation. Progea
also inaugurated the first issue of its quarterly ProgeaMag
magazine published as a major source of information for
the Movicon solution providers and system integrators who
belong to the Movicon community and not only.

Top Industry 4.0 project
An Industry 4.0-oriented project was recently created by
Progea to different machines from different manufacturers
to the Movicon.NExT server. The machines are used in
production lines that can intersect and change course
according to production needs. The project’s objective
was to collect and store all existing strategic data, from the
beginning of the production line to the warehouse storage,
in a database. By implementing the Pro.Lean module,
collected data have been analyzed to rapidly obtain the
OEE, KPI and Downtime indexes of productivity together
with a series of reports that can be customized by the
customer as needed. The resulting reports and charts
are then exported to the managerial and IT departments
where they are analyzed in greater detail by experts. The
management can then send production orders and lists
of material to the various production lines or islands.
The graphics come in three display levels to provide
detailed information on all the production lines, individual
production lines and individual production line machines.
The machines are subdivided by section so that the
foreman can log on to the corporate network using a client
station to control and manage only the section they are in
charge of. Some company users have been given priority
access to connect to the corporate network using a web
client app on their tablet or smartphone.

New version: Movicon.NExT 3.2 - Out now!

Progea keeps on track with its roadmap to innovate the new generation Movicon.NExT platform technology by releasing
the official 3.2 version. According to Maurizio Zaniboni, Product R&D Manager, the 3.2 version is an important milestone
along the innovation path of advanced technology that collects loads of feedback from the user community and resolves
normal minor teething problems with a series of fixes. Despite the summer holiday season, Progea R&D team are working
relentlessly to sustain development work to ensure that the new 3.3 version is released by the end of the year in time for the
2017 SPS tradefair in Nuremburg
www.progea.com
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Industrial innovation sees Progea
at the Industry 4.0 and Augmented Reality Seminar
Progea ha partecipato lo scorso 8 Giugno, al seminario organizzato da I2 Industrial Innovation. Il seminario dal titolo
“Industria 4.0: dentro alle smart factories” che si è tenuto a Parma, ha visto il General Manager di Progea, Paolo Fiorani,
impegnato come relatore su uno dei temi più caldi di questo 2017. Durante il seminario, si è parlato di Industria 4.0,
interazione da dispositivi remoti e manutenzione predittiva e Progea ha spiegato perchè la nuova Automation Platform.NExT
è lo strumento ideale per questo tipo di progetti. Una dimostrazione con un dispositivo indossabile per la visualizzazione di
Movicon HMI a Realtà Aumentata ha chiuso l’intervento di Progea che è stato seguito con grande interesse.

Intercomp
Intercomp S.p.A and Progea go into partnership. The powerful Movicon.
NExT bundled with Intercomp hardware, innovation working together.

Progea and Loytec a synergy for
Building Automation.
LOYTEC Electronics is one of the leading European providers of intelligent
control devices for building automation today. LOYTEC develops,
produces and distributes routers and gateways, I/O controllers, room
automation systems and light controllers. In April, 2016, LOYTEC joined
the Delta Group. Progea and Loytec have recently launched a synergy
as partners to leverage the increasingly interconnected and sophisticated
Building Automation market with their reciprocal knowledge and knowhow: Loytec is a benchmark for building control and networks and Progea
is a benchmark for supervision software. Their synergy can be seen in
operation with the Movicon.BA release..
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Il Team Building di Progea
Progea ha organizzato, per i propri collaboratori, una giornata avventurosa tra i boschi dell’appennino di Zocca (Modena) presso
il Parco Avventura Esploraria, un’occasione per divertirsi insieme avventurandosi tra la natura, facendo ALBERING, TIRO CON
L’ARCO e TREE-CLIMBING. I percorsi del parco hanno messo a dura prova lo staff Progea che ha comunque dimostrato
affiatamento e caparbietà. La giornata è terminata con un ottimo pranzo, a base di specialità modenesi, all’agriturismo la Civetta
di Zocca. Un grazie particolare a Roberto di Esploraria che ha organizzato l’evento e gestito l’assistenza perfettamente.

Progea USA: A new important arrival

Progea USA has taken on a new member of staff by welcoming Yulian Alonso to the Progea
Team. Yulian joined Progea USA on August 7th as a Technical Support Engineer. He graduated in
computer science at the EDP University of Porto Rico in San Juan. His curriculum includes previous
job experiences in cyber security, software and database development. Yulian is multilingual and
speaks Spanish, English, Russian and Italian fluently. We would like to welcome Yulian Alonso to
the team and hope you enjoy working with us!

Progea vi invita al Forum Telecontrollo
24 - 25 Ottobre 2017
Verona, Palazzo della Gran Guardia.
Speech Progea 24 ott. ore 12.20 Il progetto con Movicon.NExT
del nuovo Telecontrollo de “L’Acquedotto del Delta”

Industry 4.0 Seminar
A great turnout at the “INDUSTRY 4.0: GLOBAL
CONNECTIVITY, PRODUCTION ANALYSIS AND ENERGY
EFFICIENCY” seminar held by Progea and S.I.R.I. with the
participation of ESCLAMATIVA on 21st September at the
ENEA Hotel in Aprila, Italy. Important issues where discussed in
connection to INDUSTRY 4.0 that included developing systems
to build future-proof companies with Movicon.NExT, how to
create factory interconnectivity by means of sensors and Cloud
computing with Connext, how to improve productivity and
energy efficiency with Pro.Lean and Pro.Energy and the fiscal
benefits of the Industry 4.0. plan.
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